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This paper is the result of a question that was raised at the recen~ workshop on "The Restoration of HST Images and Spectra 
IT", that took place at the Space Telescope Science Institute in November 1993, for which there was no forthcoming answer at that 
time. The question was: What is the null space (ghost images) of the Richardson-Lucy (RL) algorithm?. Another question that 
came up for which there is a straight-forward answer was: What does the MLE algorithm really do?. In this paper we attempt to 
answer both questions. 

This paper will begin with a brief description of the null space of an imaging system, with particular emphasis on the 
Hubble telescope. The imaging conditions. under which there is a possibly damaging null space will be described in terms of 
linear methods of reconstruction. For the uncorrected Hubble telescope, it is shown that for a PSF computed by TINYTIM on a 
512 x 512 dimension, there is no null space. We introduce the concept of a "nearly null" space, with an unsharp distinction 
between the "measurement" and the "null" components of an image and generate a reduced resolution Hubble Point Spread 
Function (PSF) that has that nearly null space. We then study the propagation characteristics of null images in the Maximum 
Likelihood Estimator (MLE), or Richardson-Lucy algorithm, and the nature of its possible effects, but we find in computer 
simulations that the algorithm is very robust to those effects: if they exist,the effects are local and tend to disappear with 
increasing iteration numbers. We then demonstrate how a PSF that has small components in frequency domain results in noise 
magnification, just as one would expect in linear reconstruction. The answer to the second question is given in terms of the 
residuals of a reconstruction and the concept of feasibility. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the workshop on "The Restoration of HST Images and Spectra II" that took place at the Space Telescope Science Institute in 
November 1993, a question was raised as to what is the null space (ghost images) of the Richardson-Lucy algorithm. This 
question has been studied thoroughly in the medical tomography image reconstruction community for some period of time, since 
there are instruments that do suffer strongly from null space effects, with consequent problems when linear methods of 
reconstruction are attempted. The Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE), or Richardson-Lucy algorithm, can handle the null 

• space effects readily without any catastrophic artifacts in the reconstructions and the expectation in our mind was that the same 
would be true in reconstructions for the Hubble telescope. In this paper, we examine the concept of "measurement" and "null" 
components of images and their relationship to linear and MLE methods of reconstruction. In particular we show that the Point 
Spread Function (PSF) of the uncorrected Hubble telescope does not lead to a null component. We then generate the PSF of a 
hypothetical lower resolution Hubble telescope that can lead to "near null" components and show the theoretical propagation 



characteristics of those components in the MLE algorithm. Reconstruction experiments are then described that show the "benign" 
behavior of the algorithm with respect to "near null" components, except in the presence of noise, in which case there is a typical 

. trade-off between resolution and noise. We finally discuss what the MLE algorithm really does in terms of the residuals of the 
reconstruction and the relationship between the residuals and feasibility. 

2. GHOST IMAGES 

2.1 Linear methods 

2.1.1 Image reconstruction 

We consider the imaging equation 

g=Hf (1) 

where g and f are stacked image vectors of length n2, for an n x n image plane, and H is an n2 x n2 matrix that contains in 
each row (orcolumn) the stacked form of the space invariant point response function (PRF) of the system being considered. We 
make the implicit assumption that g and f are replicated in the (x,y) plane and that the rows (or columns) of H are rotated 
complete versions of the same function, so that Fourier transform methods can be applied. 

The singular value decomposition (SVD) of a general square matrix results in the representation 1 

H=UAV1 (2) 

where U is a matrix with columns containing the left eigenvectors of H, V contains the right eigenvectors and A is a 
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, all of dimensions n2 x n2. Some of the elements of A may be zero, indicating that H is not of 
full rank R. 

For the conditions indicated above, H is block circulant and the U and V matrices become F, a stacked version of a 2-d 
Fourier transform matrix. Then, the imaging equation (1) becomes2 

g = (FAF)f (3) 

A 

and, since F is unitary, the estimate f can be obtained from 

(4) 

where A-1 is diagonal with entries given by the reciprocal of the eigenvalues contained in A. 

This is the familiar linear method of reconstruction. The elements of A-1 corresponding to zero eigenvalues are set to zero 
before the reconstruction and some filtering of the remaining diagonal entries of A-1 can be carried out in order to reduce noise in 
the estimation. 

The eigenvalues contained in A correspond to an ordered version of the results of obtaining a Fourier transform of the point 
spread function (PSF) of the imaging system. In the case of a useful telescope, if we assume that sources in the sky f are band
limited and properly sampled, and we use that same sampling to describe the PSF, it appears unlikely that there will be any 
elements of A that are identically zero, i.e., the matrix H will be of full rank. There can be, however, many elements that are 
relatively small, corresponding to a small response of the telescope to the corresponding frequencies. These are the elements that 
would be filtered out in linear reconstruction to avoid excessive noise. 

2 
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2.1.2 Ghost images 

A ghost image or null component fnun of an image is the information in an image that does not appear in the datal, i.e., 

Hfnull =0. (5) 

With respect to the imaging equation (3), we can separate f into the measurement component f meas and the null component, 

g = (FAF)(fmeas +fnun) (6) 

and, evidently, for f null to have no effect on g, it is necessary that the frequency components of f null correspond to eigenvectors 
on A that are exactly zero, or perhaps very small to have any significant effect on the mesured data g. 

In the context of a telescope, given a particular set of sources of photons in the sky, f, the corresponding f null is interesting 
because that part of the image will nof be represented in the data and one should not attempt to recover it in the reconstruction 
process. It is interesting to note that for H having only positive entries, f null has to have positive and negative values if (5) is 
to hold, except in the trivial case of f null = 0. 

3.) b) 

Fig. 1- PSF of the 1J.IJ.COtncted Hr.U.bl.e telescope. Lognithm.ic gray scales. a) Cili1Jlated by TINYTIM, s1J.l:,s3lii.pl.ed by a 
factor of 3. b J Magnitw of the Fo1.1.J'ier transfor.m.. 

2.1.3 Example based on the uncorrected Hubble telescope 

Figure 1a) shows the PSF of the uncorrected Hubble telescope subsampled by a factor of 3, computed by TINYTIM, in a 
logarithmic gray scale, with dimension 512 x 512 pixels. Figure 1b) shows the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the PSF, 
also in a logarithmic scale. An examination of the characteristics of the Fourier transform of the PSF carried out by filtering out 
its higher frequency "skirts" indicates that the information carried by those higher frequencies is a necessary part of the PSF, i.e., 
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the "skirts" of the transform can neither be considered zero nor too small. We conclude, therefore, that the PSF of Fig. 1 does not 
lead to null images. We can artificially create an example of a PSF that should have null images for practical purposes: We 
consider a hypothetical telescope that, in addition to the aberrations of the uncorrected Hubble telescope, exhibits a Gaussian 
blurring function with a certain standard deviation a. Figure 2a) shows the new PSF for a value of a = 1. 7 pixels (FWHM = 
4.0 pixels) and Fig. 2b) shows the magnitude of its Fourier transform. Figs. 1b) and 2b) are normalized to a maximum of 1.0 at 
zero frequency. The same gray levels have been used in both cases, with values below 1 o-7 shown as white. Fig. 3 shows cuts 
through the central axis of the Fourier transforms of both the Hubble PSF and the new PSF, which we will call "reduced 
resolution" telescope PSF, in a log10 scale. It should be mentioned at this point that the assumption indicated above that f is 
band-limited and properly sampled is quite important. If the assumption does not hold, there will be a null space corresponding to 
all the high frequencies that are not represented in the sampling, although the above formalism does not describe that case. 

a) h) 

Fig. 2- PSF of t"(!d."UCed. t"(!SOlution. Hu1hl.e telescope. Logwil:h:m.ic gray scales. a) PSF calcu.hted hy convolution. of the PSF 
of Fig. b) with a Ga"USsian. of o- = 1.7 pixel$. h) Com:s:pon.d:in.g magn.:i.tl.ld.e of the Fo"l.l.l'i.er trai~Sform., :s:ho'WII. with the same 
color scale as Fig. 1h). 

I 
The PSF of the reduced resolution telescope has Fourier coefficients at the higher frequencies which are many orders of 

magnitude smaller than the corresponding ones of the normal telescope. One would expect that the measurement component 
f meas for the reduc'ed resolution case could be obtained by Fourier transforming a given distribution f, removing the Fourier 
components that correspond to the small values in the PSF and inverse transforming. This is, however, not a good procedure in 
our case. Any attempt at filtering with a low pass filter of sharp cutoff a distribution f that has features with large differences in 
intensity and high frequencies will lead to objectionable "ringing" in f meas. Shepp-Logan, Butterworth and other filters used in •· 
medical tomography could be used for the purpose, with substantially reduced ringing, but they will always introduce some 
information into f meas that was not in f. The only linear filter that is assured not to introduce new information is a Gaussian. 
If we use such a filter, we establish an "unsharp" distinction between fmeas and fnull: ghost images, if they exist, will be 
represented in the data with higher intensity if they contain lower frequencies. It appears that this unsharp distinction is the only 
practical way of defining ghost images in a general astronomical case. 

4 
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Fig. 3 - Cut through the center line of Fourier transform of PSF's. Shown are values for the 
uncorrected Hubble telescope and for the hypothetical "reduced resolution" Hubble telescope. 

Fig: 4 - Pha:n.l:om. "pii." used for the tes:ts reported :iii. this 
paper. Lo2" s:cale, ~Mrated by STSCI for recoiJStructioii. tes:ts:. 

5 

In order to investigate the above concepts in practice, we 
start by assuming that the radiation field f in the sky is 
given by Fig. 4. This is a noise-free phantom generated at 
STSCI for the study of reconstruction algorithms. It contains 
stars of substantially different intensity levels, and a "nebula" 
with some structures of various intensities, including one 
star. The original phantom was of dimension 256 x 256. All 
images will be shown in that same dimension, altough all 
the computational work has been done at 512 x 512, with 
appropriate zero padding. It should be noted that the Fourier 
transform of f has significant values up to the limit of the 
sampling frequency. 

Fig. 5a) shows f meas obtained by masking off the high 
frequencies of the Fourier transform of f outside of a circle . 
of radius 170 pixels in frequency domain, corresponding to 
frequencies in the reduced resolution PSF with response 7 
orders of magnitude below that of the zero frequency. The 
"ringing" effect indicated above is quite evident. Fig. 5b) 
shows f meas for the case in which the Gaussian with a = 
1.7 pixels has been used as a filter. The interpretation of 
Fig. 5b) is that, in the process of removing the Hubble 
aberrations by reconstruction of the reduced resolution data, 



we should only attempt to obtain the resolution shown in the figure if ghost image effects in the reconstruction are to be kept at a 
minimum. Attempts at recovering some of the resolution lost by the reduced resolution telescope may result in possibly 
objectionable ghost effects, although we have not yet described what those effects could be. 

a) 

Fig. 5 - Meas"IJJ'em.en.t com.pon.e:n.t:s of the phmom. of Fig. 4 for the PSF of the "redl.I.Ced resolution." telescope. a) Ol:ltain.ed 
])y m.asking off high frequencies With a sharp cutoff. ]) ) By filtering with the Ga'IJ.Ss::i.all. ketlU!l that resulted in. redl.I.Ced 
resolution.. 

2.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) methods 

2.2.1 Theoretical analysis 

We consider the case of a simple Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE)3 or the Richardson-Lucy ·algorithm4,5 for the case 
with individual photons being counted, without corrections or other factors that can disturb the Poisson nature of the detection 
process. We assume that the PSF of the system can lead to null images and we want to investigate their propagation during the 
MLE iterative process. 

We will use the following notation: 

the intensity value of the i th pixel in the true radiation source in the sky, stacked notation. 

the value of the i th pixel in the estimate of that radiation source, at iteration (k). 

the value of the i th pixel in the measurement part of the estimate. 

the value of the i th pixel in the null part of the estimate 

the value of the j th pixel in the measured data. 

6 
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the probability that a photon emitted at f; is detected at gi. We consider the columns of H to 
be properly normalized to unity. 

Let's assume that at some iteration ~ we have an estimate of the radiatio11 source in the sky which we can consider free from 
ghost image effects, with pixel values f?J. At that point, a ghost image fni is introduced into the reconstruction process by 
addition to the current estimate. After iteration (k + 1), the result will contain two parts: 

!A(k+l) + JA(~+I) = (!A(k) +fA ·)"" gjhji 

m1 Rl I Rl ~ ""h (!A(k) 'j: ) 
1 £... jl I + Jnl 

. I 

(7) 

Since by definition of a null image L hi] nl = 0, the measurement part of the (k + 1) iteration will still be free from 
I 

influence by the ghost image, i.e., J~~+IJ = J mi. However, the null part of the (k + 1) iteration will have evolved with the same 
corrections as the measurement part. 

Let's now go one step further into the (k +2) iteration. The results will be 

JA(k.+2) + fA(~+2) = (!A~k+J) +!A(~+)))"" A gjhji A 

m1 m 1 m ~""h. (J(k+l) j'(k+l)) 
J £... Jl I + Jnl 

(8) 

I 

In this case, we cannot expect that L hi]~:+ I) will be zero in the denominator of (8) and, therefore, the effect of the ghost 
I 

image will be felt in both the measurement and the null images of the results and will propagate thereafter. 

The question then arises of how a null image can be introduced into the iterative process, or rather, whether it is possible to 
carry out a reconstruction without introducing a null image. It would appear that, no matter what initial image is used as J?l, it 
can always be considered to consists of two parts 

f~O) = j(O_) + j(?J 
t ml nt (9) 

although the null portion is not explicitly known. As a result, the effect of ghost images could appear in MLE reconstructions, 
unless filtered out at each iteration. We will next test whether effects due to propagation of ghost images are of significance with 
the MLE. 

2.2.2 Propagation tests 

Let's consider the uncorrected Hubble and the reduced resolution telescopes described in Section 2.1.3. We will assume 
that we have a radiation field f in the sky given by Fig. 4 and we will compare the performance of the MLE for noise-free data 
obtained from both telescopes in two cases: a) starting with a uniform image field and b) starting with a field that contains null 
components. 

2.2.2.1 Data Generation 

We have started by taking the radiation field f and convolving it with the Hubble and the reduced response PSF's, 
yielding noise~free data for both telescopes. For case a), the initial image ~;<OJ has been a 512 x 512 uniform field with a total 
number of counts equal to the number of counts in the data file. For case b), ghost images have been introduced into the 

7 
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Fjg. 6 -I:Dit:ial i.m.~ containing s+oidally spaced :bars for 
tests: of propagation of n'Vll. compo~n.ts:. The :backgro'UII.d is a 
Vllifor.m. f:idd w:il:h S .55 co'II.II.ts: per p:ixel. 

reconstruction by using an initial image fi(O) containing 
four subsections with sinusoidal bars in one direction. The 
bars appear at frequencies between 7/8 to 3/4 of the 
sampling frequency. The rest of the field was uniform, with 
a total number of counts again equal to the number of 
counts in the data file, although this is not at all critical . 
Fig. 6 shows the f;(O) used for the experiments with ghost 
images. 

2.2.2.2 Results of reconstructions 

a) Uniform initial field. 
The purpose of noise-free reconstructions with a 

uniform initial field has been to find out whether ghost 
images would appear spontaneously in a reconstruction 
when the PSF was such that it had a number of very small 
Fourier components, as is the case with the reduced 
resolution case under study. For noise-free data, the MLE 
-procedure should yield images that are arbitrarily close to 
the original image f as the iterative procedure progresses. 
We have chosen the reconstruction results at iteration 1000 
for the Hubble telescope simulation as results without 
ghost image effects. Figure 7a) shows those reconstruction 

results. Table I shows a comparison of enclosed energy in a 3 x 3 pixel array centered on stars of different intensities for the 
original true image f and for the reconstructions discussed in this section. The 3 x 3 pfxel array may be too small to adequately 
describe the photometric behavior of the algorithm and the data in Table I should be taken only as a sensitive indication of 
convergence towards the original image f . It is evident that 1000 iterations was not quite enough to recover full resolution in the 
weaker stars, but the results will be considered acceptable for our current purpose. No acceleration methods have been used in the 
algorithm and all the reconstructions have been carried out in single precision arithmetic. Fig. 7b) shows the results of using the 
reduced resolution data and PSF. In order to obtain similar resolution as with the case of Fig. 7a) we have had to carry out 4000 
iterations. Energy enclosed results for this case are also shown in Table I. The two images in Fig. 7 are essentially identical, 
with only minor differences in the "halos" around the bright stars. It appears, therefore, that the MLE algorithm is robust against 
PSF's that have very small frequency components, at least for noise-free data. 

TABLE I 
Energy included in 3 x 3 pixel area, for different reconstructions. Noise-free case. 

D d h . b h . b . di I . hi d ata o not represent pi otometnc e av10r, utm cate reso uuon ac eve . 

Star description True data Hubble, 1000 its. Red. res., 4000 its. 

Brightest star 51457 51167 50054 
Central star 15125 14206 13390 
Star included iii nebula 5127 3997 3793 
Low intensity star 1077 871 764 

b) Initial field with added null components. 
Reconstructions with null components introduced into the initial image field, in the "~nsharp" distinction case discussed 

in Section 2.1.3, should converge to results that respond only to the data, since the MLE is known to converge to a single 

8 



Fig. 7 -Results of reco:n.structing n.o:ise..free sim.ulatioiL data to check for a possible spo:n.taiLeous geMratioiL of ILv.ll 
com.poM:n.t effects. a) HlJl,:ble sim:watioiL and correspoll.diD.g PSF, 1000 its. :b) Red'IJ..Ced resollJ.tioiL sim. ulatioiL aiLd PSF, 4000 
it:s:. 

maximum, although it could be a rather broad one. One would expect, therefore, that the bars added to the initial image will 
disappear at high iterations numbers, at least with "good" PSF's. The purpose of the reconstruction experiments reported in this 
section has been to see whether noise-free images obtained from the reduced resolution data and PSF would show the bar patterns 
more prominently than in the Hubble simulation case, for the same resolution in stars, when the reconstruction process is stopped 
relatively early. Fig. 8a) shows the result of reconstructing the Hubble telescope simulation to iteration 500 and Fig. 8b) shows 
the results for the reduced resolution telescope at iteration 2000. Table II shows the energy enclosed in the same 3 x 3 pixel array 
as in Table I for both reconstructions, with the addition of the measured standard deviations in 7 x 7 pixel arrays centered in the 4 
bar zones at the periphery of the images. The latter are a measure of the contrast of the sinusoidal bars. The two reconstructions 
have approximately the same resolution at the stars and approximately the same contrast in the bar p~tterns, with no other effects 
due to the introduced ghost images. The effects predicted by the analysis of Section 2.2.1 turn out to be "local", i.e., they do not 
propagate from their original pixel locations and tend to disappear when iterating towards convergence. The algorithm shows 
"forgiving" characteristics, for noise~free data. 

2.2.3 Reconstructions with Poisson noise 

The reconstructions with noise-free data have provided a degree of confidence about the behavior of the MLE algorithm when 
using PSF's that have Fourier components with small magnitudes: no unexpected objects will appear in images due to systematic 
characteristics of the algorithm. With Poisson noise, however, we can expect that the characteristics of the PSF will have a 
strong effect on the quality of the images that can be recovered. 

2.2.3.1 Data generation and reconstruction 

The data used in Section 2.2.2 have been modified by calculating Poisson instances of the mean values represented by 
the noise-free data. The procedure "poidev.c" described in "Numerical Recipes inC" has been used for that purpose6. The number 

9 



a) 

Fig. 8 - Res"lllts of recoiiStructioiiS of :n.ois:e-free data, Vlith si.D.u:s:o:i.dilly spaced :bars introduced iD. the i.I&it:W iln.age. a) Hul:bl.e 
siln. ulation., 500 its. :b) Reduced resolution. siln. ulation., 2000 its. 

E nergy me u m X "lded"33 area an 
Description True data 
Brightest star 51457 
Central star 15125 
Star included in nebula 5127 
Low intensity star 1077 
Bar pattern # 1, stadev. 

#2 
#3 
#4 

d contrastm arpattems, 
TABLE IT 

. b 

Initial image 

18.22 
17.18 
18.44 
17.42 

7 7 X area. N" fr ee case. mse-
Hubble, 500 its. Red. res, 2000 its. 

50416 48088 
13179 12060 
3626 3561 
696 708 
1.73 1.59 
1.09 1.08 
1.31 1.36 
1.70 1.78 

of counts originally in the "pn" data generated at STSCI have been considered to be photons, without conversion factors. Fig. 9 
shows the resulting simulated data. The reconstructions have been carried out by the standard MLE process, with stopping points 
at a number of selected iterations. Since we know that different parts of the image will become feasible at different iterations 7 ,S, 

no attempt has been made to apply a single cross-validation criterion as a stopping rule9. 

2.2.3.2 Analysis of reconstruction results 

A method that appears to be in substantial use for examining results of reconstructions is to observe a map of residuals, 
i.e., the magnitude of the differences between the data and the projection of the reconstruction into data space. A variation of the 
above that ties with the concept of "weak feasibility" tO is to modify that map to show the quotient 

10 



a) 1) 

Fig. 9- D;:.h. lJ.Sed for the reconstt'l.l.ctions with Poi:s:on. n.oi:e. Log;:..rithm.ic er~.y :s:cili. a) For Hubble simulation.. 1) For 
red'IJ.Ced re:s:ol1J.tion. telescope. 

(10) 

which should average to 1.0 over locally homogeneous regions. Eq. 10 tests whether the values of the projection could be means 
of distributions that have the data as instances with the right variance for Poisson data. For the brighter stars in the "pn" phantom 
of Fig. 4 and Poisson data, this result is obtained approximately only at very high iteration numbers, when the energy enclosed in 
a 3 x 3 pixel array approaches the correct value (see Table I). For the weaker stars, the nebula and the "halo" around the nebula, 
values of r that average approximately 1.0 over a large number of relatively small homogeneous areas (up to 7 x 7 pixels) are 
obtained at a relatively low iteration number. It has been found that, both for the Hubble simulations and the reduced resolution 
telescope, the results at iterations 50 to 100 yield that average, coinciding with smooth reconstructions of the nebula and halo, but 
with poor resolution in the individual weaker stars. We shall now examine the obtained results at those iterations. 

2.2.3.3 Resulting images 

Figure lOa) shows the reconstruction results for the Hubble simulation with Poisson data at iteration 500, when the high 
intensity stars have been reconstructed with sharpness approaching that of the original phantom. The corresponding results for the 
reduced resolution telescope are shown in Fig. lOb), at 2000 iterations. It is evident that low intensity stars, the nebula and its 
halo are much worse in the second case than in the Hubble simulation. 

11 



Fig. 10 - Reconstntetions of data with Poisson noise to a po:inl: with accepta])~ resolution in. the brightest stars:. a) Hv.bb~ 
sim.lJ.lal:ion, 500 iterations. :b) Red"IJ.Ced resolution sim.lJ.lal:ion, 2000 iterations. 

Figure lla) shows the results for the Hubble simulation and Fig. llb) those for the reduced resolution case, both at 
iteration 50, where the average value of r is approximately 1.0 for the nebula and the halo surrounding it. Both cases show 
smooth reconstructions of those structures, but the resolution for the stars in the second case is substantially worse than in the 
Hubble case. 

The above results are consistent with what one would expect in a linear reconstruction method, i.e., a PSF that has many 
small values would be more sensitive to noise than a better PSF. It appears, then, that the MLE algorithm also behaves in the 
same reasonable way. The question arises as to whether the observed effects have anything to do with ghost images. Could one 
say, for example, that noise in the data "excites" the null component of the reduced resolution telescope and, for that reason, noise 
in the reconstruction is more prominent? The answer to this question is largely philosophical, but it appears that it is in the 
negative: reconstructions without noise, but with the introduction of ghost components, have shown that those components tend 
to vanish at large iteration numbers, while the noise magnification effects behave in the opposite way. The latter effects are well 
understood in terms of overfitting of the data and lead to the concept of feasibility, as discussed below. 

3. WHAT DOES THE MLE ALGORITHM DO? 

We recognize that the answer to this question is well known to many practicioners of image reconstruction, but we shall 
attempt to place it in the context of feasibility, which, we hope, may help in l!_nderstanding some of the characteristics of MLE 
reconstructions. Simply stated, the MLE algorithm seeks to find the image f whose projection into data space leads to the 
smallest residuals 

(11) 
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Fig. 11 - Reconsti'1J..Ctions of PoissoD. n.oise dat~ at iteratioD. 50, where resid'I.Ws for the M:b'l.l.la 3.ILd its su.rrolJ.Il.diD.g halo 
:iD.dicated "weak fe~:i.:bility" for those regions :iD. the two c~es: a) For Hu:b:ble sim.'l.l.latioD.. :b) For red'IJ.Ced resolutioD. 
telescope. 

This would not be particularly different from other methods of reconstruction, except that the measure of distance is taken in terms 

of the change of values of a Poisson distribution. The summation ~ h -tf1 is con~idered to be the mean of a Poisson distribution . £... 1 
I 

A 

of which gj is a realization and the algorithm attempts to find the values f that lead to smallest possible values of Eq. (11) by 

maximizing the global likelihood 

II 
-'LhjJr 

L= e 1 

j 

(12) 

A Since the shape of the Poisson distribution and its variance depend on the number of counts, changing one £OUnt in a small 
· f 1 , for example, will result in a larger change in the overall likelihood L than changing one count in a large f 1 • If we notice 
that Poisson distributions are at a maximum when the realization approaches the mean, we can see that the MLE tries to obtain 
the smallest residuals consistent with Eq. (12). At convergence, MLE images invariably appear very noisy because of that 
attempt to minimize the residuals, i.e., the data are overfitted. For that reason, we have proposed that a reconstruction should be 
stopped at some point when the image is locally "feasible", i.e., anytime that the image, if it were the true distribution of sources 
in the sky, could have given the measured data by a Poisson process (in the simplest imaging case)ll_ 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In 2- or 3-dimensional medical tomography, it is easy to conceive and actually fabricate instruments that have null 
components. All that is needed is that the object to be imaged be not observed by a complete set of projections. In 2-dimensional 
reconstructions, that implies that some of the detectors on a plane are missing by necessity of the design or by damage during 
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operation. In 3-dimensional tomography, there will be null components because it is not economically feasible to surround a 
patient by a 41t solid angle of detectors. A number of techniques are in a more or less advanced stage of research to carry out 
reconstructions by linear (fast) methods of reconstruction. They usually require to infer the "missing cones" in frequency domain 
by some extrapolation of the available data. With the MLE method (slow) that extrapolation is unnecessary. The true PSF of the 
instrument is all that is necessary to solve the imaging problem, with results that do not exhibit catastrophic artifacts due to the 
omission of object views. 

In the case of telescopes, it appears very unlikely that an instrument will be designed that will have missing values in the 
frequency domain. Even an instrument with a PSF showing strong shadows due to either a poor secondary or to mirror supports 
will have a complete set of values in frequency domain. Of course, an optical designer that wanted to build a telescope with exact 
zero components at some frequency could do it by properly masking the optics at the right places, but let's not consider such an 
extreme case. In particular, the uncorrected Hubble telescope does not have null images, whether reconstructions are carried out by 
linear or non-linear methods, since such images depend exclusively on the properties of the PSF. What we have attempted to 
show in this paper is that, if the uncorrected Hubble telescope were sampled at a finer resolution than the example shown in the 
paper, with a larger number of pixels than 512 x 512, so that the fall-off of the frequency response would be observable in the 
transform of the PSF, the MLE method of reconstruction stillis well behaved with respect to the corresponding "nearly null 
images". We have done that by simulting a telescope with such a fall-off starting from the Hubble PSF. Clearly, it may not pay 
to attempt to use the enhanced resolution that higher sampling would give in the presence of noise. The reconstructions exhibit 
slower convergence rates and more sensitivity to noise due to the presence of the low values in the tails of the Fourier transform 
of the PSF. The MLE shows the typical trade-off between resolution and noise just as much as linear methods of reconstruction. 

In conclusion, we can state that, from the point of view explored in this paper, the MLE or Richardson-Lucy algorithm is a 
robust method of reconstruction for astronomical images, particularly for the uncorrected Hubble telescope. The problems with 
the algorithm as one proceeds towards convergence are due to attempts at local overfitting of the data. This knowledge encourages 
us to continue in the path towards an automatic selection of local hyperparameters in a Bayesian method of reconstruction with 
entropy prior, following the work that we have recently published12. 
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